**Clinical Skill** | **Satisfactory** | **Borderline** | **Unsatisfactory** | **Comment**
--- | --- | --- | --- | ---
**Physical Examination (A)** | - Professional technique of inspection, palpation, percussion and auscultation of the abdominal system  
- Correct, thorough, systematic, fluent | | - Incorrect technique/examines through clothing  
- Omits important parts of examination  
- Unsystematic; hesitant; lacking in confidence; unprofessional |  
**Identifying Physical Signs (B)** | - Identifies correct physical signs | | - Misses important clinical signs  
- Finds signs which are not present |  
**Differential Diagnosis (D)** | - Constructs a sensible differential diagnosis, including the correct diagnosis | | - Poor differential diagnosis  
- Fails to consider the correct diagnosis |  
**Clinical Judgement (E)** | - Applies appropriate and accurate clinical knowledge to determine a sensible and relevant management plan, including a timescale for this specific clinical situation | | - Fails to apply appropriate and accurate clinical knowledge  
- Selects an inappropriate, incomplete or incorrect management plan for this specific patient |  
**Maintaining Patient Welfare (G)** | - Treats patient respectfully and sensitively, ensuring comfort, safety and dignity | | - Causes patient physical or emotional discomfort  
- Jeopardises patient safety |
Additional comments for feedback (optional)
Please indicate which skills the comments apply to.